Credit scoring is a crucial problem in both finance and banking. In this paper, we tackle credit scoring as a classification problem where three local search-based methods are studied for feature selection. The feature selection is an interesting technique that can be launched before the data classification task. It permits to keep only the relevant variables and eliminate the redundant ones which enhances the classification accuracy. We study the local search method (LS), the stochastic local search method (SLS) and the variable neighborhood search method (VNS) for feature selection. Then, we combine these methods with the support vector machine (SVM) classifier to find the best described model from a dataset with the correct class variable. The proposed methods (LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM) are evaluated on both German and Australian credit datasets and compared with some well-known classifiers. The numerical results are promising and show a good performance in favor of our methods.
the most broadly established statistical techniques used to classify applicants as "good" or "bad" [44] . Decision trees [42] , CART (Classification and Regression Trees) [4] and Bayesian networks [16, 26] are used to classify data in credit scoring models.
More sophisticated methods based on computational intelligence are also studied for developing credit scoring models. As examples, we give: the neural networks [15, 38] , the knearest neighbor classifier [21] , the support vector machines (SVM) [3, 24] , the ensemble classifiers [2] , the genetic programming [1] and the evolution strategies [31] . In [27] , authors propose an interesting quantification method for credit scoring. They use a categorical canonical correlation analysis to determine the relationship between categorical variables. In [22] , authors propose a feature selection method based on quadratic unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) algorithm. In [6] authors propose a cooperative classification system based on agents for CS.
On the other hand, meta-heuristics are a kind of computational techniques that have been used successfully for solving several optimization problems in several areas. The meta-heuristic approaches can be divided into two main categories: population-based methods and single solutionoriented methods [8] . The population-based methods called also evolutionary methods maintain and evolve a population of solutions while the single solution-oriented methods work on a current single solution. Among the evolutionary approaches for optimization problems, we mention the well-known genetic algorithms [17] , evolutionary computation [34] , and harmony search [36, 45] . Among the single solution-oriented methods, we cite stochastic local search (SLS) [25] , simulated annealing (SA) [28] , tabu search (TS) [18] and variable neighborhood search (VNS) [23, 32] .
In this paper, we are interested in feature selection for credit scoring (CS). We tackle CS as a classification problem where three single solution-oriented meta-heuristic methods are studied for the feature selection. The feature selection is a technique that permits to eliminate the redundant variables and keep only the relevant ones. This manner can reduce the size of the dataset and simplify the data analysis. The feature selection has been applied in data classification to enhance the classifier performance and to reduce data noise [37, 41] .
We propose to study local search, stochastic local search and variable neighborhood search for feature selection in credit scoring. The proposed feature selection is then combined with a support vector machine to classify the input data. The three variants of the proposed approach (LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM) are implemented and evaluated on two well-known datasets which are: Australian and German Credit datasets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives a background on some concepts used in this study. Sect. 3 discusses the proposed methods for credit scoring. Sect. 4 gives some experimental results. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes and gives some perspectives.
Background
The aim of this section is to explain the credit scoring problem and give an overview of feature selection and some basic concepts on support vector machine used in this study.
Problem definition and formulation
Credit scoring is an important issue in computational finance. CS is a set of decision models that can help lenders in the granting of applicant credit. Based on such models, lenders can decide whether applicant is eligible for credit or not [33] . To build CS models, we often exploit information about the applicant, such as: the age, the number of previous loans, default rates, etc. This information is called variables, attributes or features. The CS models may allow lenders to distinguish between "good" and "bad" applicants. It can give also an estimation of the probability of default.
More precisely, the CS problem can be stated as follows [22, 33] :
Let us consider a set of variables where each variable may be: a numeric or a category. For instance, the variable bank balances is a numerical feature that can be represented as an integer or a numeric. Other examples of numerical variables in CS can be the applicant age, the interest rates and so on. Categorical variables are called qualitative variables. We give as example a credit history or a geographic region code. The qualitative variables may also include "missing" (not specified values).
An instance or a sample is defined as an observation for each variable and an outcome represented the label class.
The classification is the problem of discovering the class of an observation. We have as input a set of independent variables and as output the label class. The objective is then to maximize the classification accuracy rate.
In CS, the variables are the set of features that describe the applicants profile and the financial data. The credit data can be divided into two main classes: "good" applicants (where the label class is Y=1) who paid their loan back, and "bad" applicants (Y=0) who defaulted on their loans.
The credit data is then a set of applicants to be classified into two classes: "bad" (Y=0) or "good" (Y=1).
According to [22] , the CS problem can be formulated as follows:
-The credit data can be organized as a matrix D of m rows and n columns where n is the number of features and m is the number of past applicants. 
-The classification then is the problem of determining the decision vector Y that indicates the accepted applicants (y i =1) or the rejected ones (y i =0).
Classification plays an important role in CS. However, before launching the classification task, a pre-processing is needed. Data preparation is an interesting step. It permits to prepare properly and accurately the data. This allows getting efficient models that can help the creditor in making a correct decision. In this study, we are interested in feature selection for CS. The aim is to select from the original set of n variables a subset of K variables to be used in the decision-making. The feature selection is a pre-processing that can be launched before classification task. The details about this technique are given in the next subsection.
Feature selection
Feature selection called also attribute selection or variable selection is the process of removing the redundant attributes that are deemed irrelevant to the data mining task. It is an important step that may be launched before classification to eliminate irrelevant variables. This process can improve the classification performance and accelerate the search process [10, 12, [35] [36] [37] 41] .
Several methods have been studied for feature selection. These methods can be divided in two main methods: the wrapper methods [29] and the filter methods [30] .
-The wrapper methods use data mining algorithm for searching the optimal set of attributes while filter methods eliminate and filter out the undesirable attributes before starting the classification task. -The filter methods usually use heuristics instead of machine-learning algorithms used by the wrapper methods [29] . The machine learning algorithm selects the optimal set of attributes with high classification accuracy. However, the wrapper methods are time consuming compared to filter methods because the machine-learning algorithm is run iteratively while searching the set of best attributes.
Support vector machine
In this study, we are interested in supervised learning technique that finds the best described computer model from a dataset with the correct class variable. Support vector machine is one of the most well-known machine-learning techniques. The technique was proposed by Vladimir Vapnik for classification and regression [11, 16, 24] . [5] SVM classification method learns from a training dataset and attempts to generalize and make correct predictions on novel data.
Let us consider a test sample or a novel data to be classified. The problem is to predict whether the test data belongs to one of the considered classes. The training data is a set of examples of the form {x i , y i }(i = 1, ..., l). x i are called input vector. Each input vector has a number of features. y i ∈ {0, 1}. y i are the response variables called also labels. These input vectors are paired with corresponding labels to find the correct class variable.
As shown in Fig. 1 , in two-class supervised learning and when data are linearly separable, SVM can separate the data points into two distinct classes where, in class "good", y = 1 and in class "bad", y = 0. h(x) is the decision function.
Support vector machine are also called Kernel methods, where the kernel represents similarity measures of examples. We find the following kernel functions: Linear, polynomial, Laplacian, sigmoid and Gaussian called also radial basis function (RBF) [16, 24] . An interesting library for support vector machines (LIBSVM) with open source code can be found available online [13, 14, 43] .
Proposed approaches for feature selection
In this section, we propose three local search-based methods for feature selection. In the following, we start with the feature vector solution, the accuracy measure and then we give details on the three local search methods for feature selection. The feature selection is combined then with a support vector machine to classify data.
The feature vector solution representation
The aim of the feature selection is to search for an optimal set of variables or features to be used with the SVM classifier in the classification task. A solution can be represented as a binary vector which denote the variables present in the dataset, with the length of the vector equals to n, where n is the number of variables. More precisely, a solution is a set of selected variables. To represent such a solution we use the following assignment: if a variable is selected in a solution, the value 1 is assigned to it, a value 0 is assigned to it otherwise. For example, Fig. 2 represents a vector solution. We have a dataset of nine variables where the third, the fourth, the fifth and the sixth variables are selected (bits with value 1).
Accuracy measure
We used the classification accuracy to measure the quality of a solution called also fitness. We used also the crossvalidation standard way to measure the accuracy of a learning scheme on a dataset. The classification accuracy is computed as the ratio of number of correctly classified instances to the total number of instances using the formula (1)
where -t p is the true positive and tn is the true negative, -f p is the false positive and f n is the false negative.
Feature selection step
In this work, we study three local search-based metaheuristics for feature selection. The first is a local search (LS). The second is a stochastic local search (SLS) and the third is a variable neighborhood search (VNS). The local search-based feature selection searches for the best variables set. Then, the support vector machines (SVM) classifies the input data in the reduced dataset, corresponding to the subset of selected variables represented by the feature vector solution generated by the local search method. As already mentioned, the support vector machine (SVM) is a machinelearning classifier that permits to find an optimal separating hyper-plane. It uses a linear hyper-plane to create a classifier with a maximum margin [26] . In the following, we give details on LS, SLS and VNS for feature selection.
Local search method
The local search method (LS) is a hill-climbing technique [25] . LS starts with a random solution x and tries to find better solutions in the current neighborhood. The neighboring solution x of the solution x is obtained by modifying one bit. Neighborhood solutions are generated by randomly adding or deleting a feature from the solution vector. For example, if n the number of variable equals to 7 and the current solution vector is x = 1111111, then the possible neighbor solutions can be : {0111111, 1011111,1101111,1110111,1111011,1111101, 1111110}.
Among the neighbors, we select for the next iteration the one with the best accuracy. The process is repeated for a certain maximum number of iterations fixed empirically. LS method is sketched in Algorithm 1. 
10 Return the set of selected significant variables and the best classification accuracy.
Stochastic local search method
The stochastic local search (SLS) used here is inspired from the one used in [7] . SLS is a local search meta-heuristic which has been already studied for several optimization problem such as satisfiability and optimal winner determination problem (WDP) in combinatorial auctions [8, 9] . SLS starts with an initial solution generated randomly. Then, it performs a certain number of local steps that combines diversification and intensification strategies to locate good solutions.
-Step 1: The diversification phase selects a random neighbor solution . -Step 2: The intensification phase selects a best neighbor solution according to the accuracy measure.
The diversification phase is applied with a fixed probability wp > 0 and the intensification phase with a probabilityclassification is sketched in Algorithm 2. The proposed SLS+SVM for feature selection starts with a randomly initial solution and then tries to find a good solution in the whole neighborhood in an iterative manner. The SVM classifier is built for each candidate solution constructed by SLS method. The solution is evaluated by the cross-validation method. The SLS process permits the selection of potential attributes that lead to good prediction accuracy. The objective is to find the optimal subsets of attributes by finding optimal combinations of variables from the dataset.
Variable neighborhood search method
The variable neighborhood search (VNS) is a local search meta-heuristic proposed in 1997 by Mladenovic and Hansen. Various variants of VNS have been proposed since then, but the basic idea is a systematic change of neighborhood combined with a local search [23, 32] . In this work, we used four structures of neighborhood which are N1, N2, N3 and N4. At each iteration, we select among the four structures one randomly to create neighbor solutions. 
Experiments
All experiments were run on an Intel Core(TM) i5-2217U CPU@1.70 GHz with 6 GB of RAM under Windows 8-64 bits, processor x64.
The dataset normalization
The dataset normalization called also feature scaling is a mandatory preprocessing step before staring the classification task. This step is used to avoid variables in greater numeric ranges to dominate those in smaller numeric ranges. 
The dataset description
To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods for credit scoring, we considered both German and Australian credit datasets from UCI (University of California at Irvine) Machine Learning Repository 1 . The descriptions of the two credit datasets are given as follows:
1. The German credit dataset is a credit dataset proposed by the Professor Hans Hofmann from Universit"at Hamburg. The dataset consists of 1000 instances. There are 1 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets two classes: class 1 (worthy, 700 instances) and class 0 (unworthy, 300 instances). We find on UCI, two versions of German dataset:
-The original dataset german.data that contains categorical/symbolic variables. The number of variable is equal to 20 where 7 are numerical and 13 categorical. -The "german.data-numeric" dataset provided by Strathclyde University to be used with algorithms which cannot cope with categorical variables. The number of attributes is equals to 24 numerical attributes. In our experiments, we worked on the "german.data-numeric" dataset version.
An example of an instance of "german.data-numeric" before and after the scaling process is given in Table 1 . We note that an instance describe the profile of a given applicant. 2. The Australian Credit Approval is proposed by Quinlan [39] . It concerns credit card applications. The dataset consists of 690 instances of loan applicants. There are two classes: class 1 (worthy, 307 instances) and class 0 (unworthy, 384 instances). The number of variables is equal to 14. There are 6 numerical and 8 categorical variables. An example of an instance of "Australian" is given in Table 2 .
Numerical results
Due to the non-deterministic nature of the proposed methods, 50 runs have been considered for each dataset and for each method. In the following, we give the results obtained with LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM methods. We give the accuracy rate for each run for each method on each dataset. We compute some summary statistics on accuracy and the number of selected variables. We give the minimum (Min), the mean, the median, the first quartile (first Qu.), the third quartile (third Qu.) and the maximum (Max). We give also the best solution found with the best accuracy for each dataset. The results are given in Tables 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8.
From Tables 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8 we observe that the obtained results can have the same number of selected variables but different accuracy on different runs. The local search-based feature selection methods do not lead to the same solution when applied to the same problem. This is due to the non-deterministic nature of these methods. In addition, some variables have a significant effect on the solution quality which leads to improvements in accuracy when such Bold values represent the best result variables are selected. We can conclude that the generated solutions are not unique.
We can obtain solutions with the same number of variables but with different accuracy rate because the selected variables are not always the same. For example: Table 8 According to the numerical results, we can say that the three methods succeed in finding good results for the two considered datasets. However, we see a slight performance in favor of the variable neighborhood search (VNS). The latter is able to find better solution compared to LS and SLS. Hence, we can conclude that the VNS method with the four different neighbor structures is effective for feature selection and classification.
The superiority of VNS is due to the good combination of intensification and diversification which permits to explore the search space effectively and locate good solutions.
In addition to the numerical results given in the different Tables 3, 4 Figs. 3 and 4 ,we visualized the distribution of classification accuracy on the 50 runs for each algorithm and for both Australian and German dataset. This diagram shows clearly that in general VNS is able to produce good solutions. The results are promising and demonstrate the benefit of the proposed technique in feature selection. To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique in credit scoring, we give further comparisons in the next subsection.
A comparison with a pure SVM
In this section, we compare the three proposed methods LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM with a pure SVM on both German and Australian datasets. The aim is to show the impact of the feature selection in the classification task. Table 9 gives the results obtained with SVM, LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM methods. We give the best accuracy rate and the number of best variables set (significant) returned by each method.
As we can see from Table 9 that the three methods are better than the pure SVM. The three proposed methods are able to find good results for the two considered datasets. SLS and LS are comparable and succeed in improving the accuracy rate of SVM.
Further, VNS+SVM method is more effective on both Australian and German datasets compared to both LS+SVM and SLS+SVM. We draw Fig. 5 (respectively Fig. 6 ) to compare a pure SVM with our approach in term of accuracy rate (respectively in term of the number of selected variables) -LS returns 13 significant selected variables for the German dataset which are: A2, A4, A10, A12, A13, A15, A17, A18, A19, A20, A22, A23 and A24. The accuracy rate is equal to 77.70 %. The significant variables returned by LS for the Australian dataset are: A2, A3, A4, A6, A7, A9, A10, A13 and A14. The accuracy rate is equal to 86.38% and the number of selected variables s is 9. -SLS returns 12 significant selected variables for the German dataset which are: A1, A3, A10, A13, A15, A16, A17, A18, A19, A20, A22, A23 and A24. The accuracy rate is equal to 77.90%. The significant variables found by SLS for the Australian dataset are: A2, A4, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11, A13 and A14. The accuracy rate is equal to 86.38% and the number of selected variables is 9. -The 16 significant selected variables returned by VNS for the German dataset are: A2, A4, A5, A6, A9, A11, A12, A13, A14, A15, A16, A17, A18, A19, A22 and A24 where the accuracy rate is equals to 78% and the. For the Australian dataset, VNS returns 8 significant variables which are: A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A10, A13. The best accuracy rate is equal to 86.81%.
In this section, we compared the three proposed methods with feature selection to a pure SVM to measure the effectiveness of the additional feature selection method. As shown in Table  9 , the proposed methods perform better than the pure SVM on both German and Australian datasets. Further, we remark that fewer features are selected in the model to be used by SVM compared to the initial feature Bold values represent the best result number of the dataset. This implies that some features in the dataset are redundant and should be eliminated to enhance the classification accuracy.
Further comparison
To show the performance of the proposed approaches in credit scoring, we evaluated them against some well-known classifiers. Several classifiers can be found on the WEKA Data mining software package [43] . We compared our approaches with some popular classifiers which are: the rule-learning scheme (PART), ZeroR, JRip, BayesNet, NaiveBayes, adaBoost, attributeSelectedClassifier, Bagging, RandomForst, RandomTree and J48. These eleven classifiers from WEKA [43] were used in this study by means of their default parameters originally set in WEKA.
We add also a comparison with two well-known filtering methods. We choose the best-first search (CFS) and the ranking filter information gain methods (IGRF). We note that CFS is a correlation based feature selection that can be used to select a set of variables. However, CFS is unable to select all relevant variables when there are strong dependencies between variables. The IGRF ranking filter permits to select a set of variables from the original dataset using score or weights [19, 37] . We combined these two feature selection methods (CFS and IGRF) with SVM to classify data. Table 10 compares the three proposed methods (LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM), the eleven classifiers from WEKA, CFS+SVM and IGRF+SVM on the two considered Table 10 , the three proposed approaches (LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM) are comparable to the well-known classifiers. We can see a slight performance in favor of our VNS+SVM method. The proposed method (VNS+SVM) gives the highest average classification accuracy compared to PART, JRip, BayesNet, NaiveBayes, adaBoost, attributeSelectedClassifier, Bagging, RandomForst, RandomTree and J48 on both Australian and German datasets.
Further, we remark that OneR and VNS+SVM classifiers are comparable on Australian dataset. However, VNS+SVM is better than OneR on German dataset. OneR gives an average accuracy equal to 86.6% on Australian dataset but it fails on German dataset where the average accuracy rate value given by OneR is equal to 60.8%. The VNS+SVM method succeeds in finding good results for both Australian and German datasets. For Australian dataset, VNS+SVM gives an average accuracy value equal to 86.50% when VNS is used as a feature selection method within SVM classifier. For German dataset, VNS+SVM gives the best average accuracy value equals to 77.46% compared to the all considered classifiers.
When we compare the feature selection methods (CFS, IGRF and our three local search methods), we can see that our approaches provide good results compared to both CFS and IGRF ranking methods. For example, for German dataset, SVM with CFS gives an average accuracy value equals to 72.70% when the CFS is used as a feature selection method while SVM with IGRF gives an average accuracy equal to 75.6%. The results are much better when we use our pro- posed approaches in particular when we consider VNS with SVM. As already said, the resulting method VNS+SVM gives the best average accuracy value which is equal to 77.46% for the German dataset. This performance is also confirmed on Australian dataset with an average accuracy value equal to 86.50%.
In conclusion, we can say that the three proposed approaches (LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and VNS+SVM) are comparable. However, promising results are obtained when combining SVM with the VNS-based feature selection method. This improvement can be shown for the two considered datasets which proves the ability of VNS+SVM as a good classifier in credit scoring.
Conclusion
This paper studied three local search feature-based methods combined with SVM model for credit scoring. The proposed model finds the best set of features (called also significant attributes or variables) by removing irrelevant variables and keeping only appropriate ones. The set of features is used then with SVM classifier to classify data. We studied three variants of local search-based feature selection: the local search hill climbing, the stochastic local search and the variable neighborhood search. The three variants combined with SVM are evaluated on two well-known German and Australian credit scoring datasets. The proposed methods have good accuracy Bold values represent the best result performance with fewer features. The proposed VNS+SVM method performs better on both German and Australian datasets compared to SVM, LS+SVM, SLS+SVM and other well-known classifiers. We plan to improve our work by optimizing the SVM parameters. Further, it would be nice to study the impact of feature selection-based method on other machine-learning techniques.
